
(1.vers)
Imagine if you were destined to greatness
That you could take this
One little piece of the cake if
You were famous enough to get your name implanted
On a pavement
Imagine having the power to change the world
With one stroke of a pencil
Broke all the fences block out the henchmen
If your words were the oil to power the engine
For one moment if you could be

(Refreng)
No more struggling
The stars are aligning they are guiding me to win
So far from where I’ve been
Living life like Sinatra
Silver Screen

(2.vers)
I’ll take it back to the days when
I was making tracks in the basement
Such a struggle trying to make it
Saw the look on my mama’s face
When I told her I was gonna chase this
Silly dream instead of education
I was never given a chance so I had to go and take it
Made a promise to my dad and I’ll be damned if I break it
Been through it all empty seats during concerts
No shows and a ton of hatred
All the shit that I’ve taken
I stood fast and embraced it
It made me the man that I am
So I’m glad that I faced it
The past is the past and I’m ready to erase it
No negative thoughts left
Ready to start fresh
Put them fingers up in a heart shape
No struggles leaving me heartless
One love to you all so god bless

(Refreng)
No more struggling
The stars are lining they are guiding me to win
So far from where I’ve been
Living life like Sinatra
Silver Screen



(3.vers)
Got an opportunity handed
And I’ll be damned if I didn’t grab it
People told me I didn’t have it
That I was the butt of the joke they used to laugh at

But I stayed passionate practicing
Instead of going out when people kept asking me
Struggles yeah my life wasn’t lacking it
Now it’s all good smiles and happiness

I’m aiming for the skies
Not a single tear in my eyes
The stars are aligned
I’ll spread my wings and fly
But if I don’t make it
Fuck it at least I can say that I gave it a try

Ten years and all this time has thought me lessons
I could never learn in a college
I’m burning with knowledge and I’m ready to share
Learning wheels abolished now I’m steady and clear
I’ll face whatever endeavour
Much clever then ever
Never say never better get up then let up


